
Is PICTA a “building block” or a “stumbling block”? 

the implications of “economies of scale” in a global economy 

PICs  have signed regional integration agreements: specifically, MSG and PICTA: 

 

PICs have signed PACER under which any concessions to developed countries will 
also have to be granted to Australia and NZ.  

 

Such regional agreements are supposed to be “building blocks” designed to prepare 
PICs for integration into the harsh competitive globalised trading system under the 
“level playing field rules” set by the WTO. 

 

PICs are negotiating “economic partnership agreements” (EPAs) with the EU, which 
are likely to have very strong “trade” components requiring reciprocity- the 
elimination of tariffs on “substantially all trade” with EU 

 

Question:  will PICTA facilitate EPAs and PACER or hinder the process?     

 

Key issue for answer:  Impact of “economies of scale” in PICs and Astralia/NZ and 
the EU? 



PIC regional and international ties that bind.. 

MSG: Melanesian Spearhead Group Trade Agreement (Papua New Guinea, Solomon 
 Islands, Vanuatu and Fiji) 

 

PICTA: Pacific Island Countries Trade Agreement (most FICs) 

 (FICs excluding Australia and NZ) 

 

PACER  Pacific Agreement on Closer Economic Relations (PICs and Australia/NZ) 

  

EPAs Economic Partnership Agreements with the EU- trade side of Cotonou Agreement  
 (post 2007) 

 

WTO World Trade Organisation   (Papua New Guinea, Fiji and Solomon Islands)  

 (may join: Vanuatu, Samoa and Tonga.) (don’t mess with this organisation!) 

 

Also  

 

SPARTECA (most southern PICS with Australia and NZ) 

US Special relationships: Compacts of Free Association (Palau, R of Marshall Is, FSM) 

NZ special relationships: Cook Islands, Niue 



PICTA: signed by all FICs in 2001(excludes Australia and NZ) 

 

Objectives of all these agreements: accelerate PIC economic development, create 
employment, increase incomes; improve standards of living, reduce poverty 

 

Through gradual elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade (over ten years); 
under conditions of fair competition; with clear rules for trade (Rules of Origin etc)  

 

Fundamental mechanism:  create a larger single regional market  to encourage 

 

 more intra PICTA exports 

 

 economies of scale amongst PIC companies and reduced costs/prices  

 

 greater investment opportunities 

 

 and encourage greater competition and efficiency 

 

 exports to non-PICTA 



Market enlarging impact of PICTA 

Integration argument:  any PIC firm which goes from producing for the local market 
(say 100,000 consumers) to producing for the enlarged PICTA market (say 7 million 
consumers) can benefit from economies of scale, larger machinery, lower unit costs 
of production, lower prices. 

 

Dropping from Ps say to Pp, benefiting all consumers. 

 

 ATC Samoa 

ATC Fiji supplying Fiji 

ATC PNG, Fiji or Samoa or Solomon 

supplying Fiji market 

Ps 

Pf 

Pp 

Qs=0.1m Qf= 0.8m Qa = 7 m 



PICTA is supposed to be a “Building Block” 

In the “Big Picture” long term scheme of things, WTO- deregulated world order 

 

PICTA supposed to be a stepping stone/“building block” to complete integration 
with the world economy under WTO rules:  

 

- encourager PIC businesses (and manufacturers) businesses  to cope with harsher 
and more competitive companies in the world trading order 

 

- train PIC governments to implement necessary fiscal reforms (to cover loss of 
import duties); put in place legislation/regulations (product standards, phytosanitary 
measures, quarantine, customs)  

 

While protecting LDCs and SISs, indigenous peoples; negatives list/infant industries 
etc 

 

All at our own “malua” pace. 



PICTA: supposed to have political advantages 

at local, regional and international levels 

Legal trade agreement “locks in” economic policies: so PIC governments don’t 

reverse regional agreement policies because of local lobby groups (???) 

 

There are supposed to be aid incentives provided by Australia and NZ (???) 

 

PICs supposed to get better concessions from the EU on the EPAs becuase of special 

treatment given by WTO to regional trading blocks (???) 

 

Small PICs supposed to speak with “one voice” in international forums (???) 

 

All has turned out to be mostly rhetoric propagated by expensive consultant after 

consultant! 



Theoretically:  are PICTA benefits likely to be significant? 

International studies say:  NO 

 

Regional study: Filmer and Lawson (1999): largest welfare gains only if FTA 

included Australia and NZ; PICs by themselves- minimal benefits.  (PICTA 

excludes Aust/NZ) 

 

Vamvakadis (1998): 5 RTAs in 70s and 80s: none led to faster growth largely 

because "most of these agreements were among small, closed and developing 

economies“. 

 

Vamvakadis (1999): time series study over 43 years found that those that liberalised 

broadly grew faster in both the  short and long term but slower after Regional Trade 

Agreements. 

 

Venables (2003): developing countries better served by "north-south" than by 

"south-south" agreements.  

 

 



From EC202 principles:  is PICTA likely to succeed in PICs? 

Most PICs have absolutely tiny populations 

 

Leave out PNG is total market size really 7 millions, as often quoted? 

 

All have low incomes per capita 

 

All have lack of regular communications links  

 

All lack of developed infrastructure 

 

All have similar resource endowments, similar production of goods/services 

 

Which PIC producers really geared to export drives and regional competition?  



If PIC exporters do take  advantage of PICTA  

May have one firm, probably from larger PIC (Fiji and PNG most likely);  

 

Utilising some economies of scale, supplying whole PIC market 

 

Driving out small producers elsewhere amongst the small PICs (what reaction 

there?) 

 

Still unlikely to have any effective competition, especially if smaller scale and 

inefficient local firms still protected or subsidised. 

 

Hence monopolists (rather than consumers) may capture the benefits of “trade 

diversion” 

 



Even investment benefits are unlikely 

Investors may invest new capital for larger market, expand production and employment in home PIC 

only if capital can be returned quickly: by use of monopoly power and/or tariff protection against 

non-PICTA products 

 

If new investment requires high tariff barriers towards the non-PICTA countries: huge costs to 

consumers. 

 

PICs may compete with each other through tax incentives ( and the higher the incentives, the lower 

the retention of national benefits) 

 

International evidence that Regional Trade Agreements are not important in encouraging 

investment: depends far more on host country environment 

 

Eventually, PACER/WTO must erode barriers to imports from to non-PICTA countries 

 

And international firms will drive most local firms out of business (one day's MNC production= 

annual output of PIC firm) 

 

Will this happen smoothly? Or will lobby groups arise?  



Reality of integration under  MSG and PICTA? 

In 2001 and 2002: a few exports (under MSG) from PNG and Fiji to Solomon Is and 
Vanuatu: soap, canned meat, ice cream, fruit juices, toilet paper (?): the recipient 
countries referred to  ridiculous “balance of payments” problems and  “SOS” calls 
from local industry lobby groups;  imposed "temporary" suspension of MSG trade; 
and imposition of 40% “injury" tariff rates. 

 

In Fiji, 2004 Budget reduced import duty tariffs on exercise books; strong public 
campaign by "manufacturer“; within weeks, Government reversed policy; 
manufacturer thanked PM for “visionary leadership” and God for his intervention. 

 

The Fiji reaction to imports of Vanuatu kava should be a fascinating study for a 
Masters thesis: keeping in mind that Vanuatu has very few products it can export to 
Fiji; the ridiculous anti-Vanuatu kava reactions in Fiji (it lowers productivity, it is 
dangerous to health, it is too cheap (what?)); and Fiji authorities all colluded with 
the Fiji kava producer interests 

 

All PIC exporters frustrated over national PIC reactions to really tiny amounts of 
PIC trade 



PACER  signed by all PICs with Australia and NZ 

When PICTA negotiations were at a late stage, Australia and NZ suddenly tried to 
join. PIC politicians rejected them. But signed PACER as a concession to their 
pressure. 

 

Stipulated (Article 6): if any PIC “commences formal negotiations for free trade 
arrangements” with any other developed country, then they must commence similar 
FTA negotiations with Australia and NZ.  (i.e. “insurance policy” for ANZ) 

 

Or they must commence PACER negotiations 8  years after PICTA comes in 

 

Australia and NZ now talking about “Pacer Plus” which they were claiming is not 
really linked to Pacer. 

 

Originally excluding Fiji; but now willing to include Fiji; 

 

But Fiji claims they are not interested. 

 



EPAs with the EU:  formerly Cotonou Agreement 

Under Cotonou, aid arrangements (to assist ACPs with sustainable development, to 
reduce and eradicate poverty) to continue for 20 years 

 

But trade arrangements to continue only till 2007; when supposed to be replaced by 
EPAs which had to be “equivalent to their existing situation and in conformity with 
WTO rules” and be consistent with the objective of the “gradual integration of the 
ACP countries into the world economy”.    

 

Old non-reciprocal Lome Arrangements covered by waiver obtained by the EU from 
WTO.  EU claimed that WTO regulations will not allow discrimination between 
different groups of LDCs; hence EU unlikely to obtain extension of waiver; hence 
EPAs will require “reciprocity” by the ACP states: 

 

Inevitable reduction of import duties on “substantially all trade” (SAT) with the EU 

 

While not much of a problem for PICs with EU trade, 

 

Real problem: if  under PACER, PICs have to offer same duty concession s to 
Australia and NZ 



PICs: total lack of preparation for PICTA, or PACER or EPAs 

While macro effects of PICTA may be small, micro” effects may be drastic on 
specific industries and small interest groups: with collapse of firms, dozens out of 
work, with no alternatives: given lack of growth of PIC economies 

 

As we have explained: the major cost of protectionism falls on hundreds of 
thousands of consumers; while the major beneficiary is the producer, and the more 
publicly obvious beneficiaries are the few employees, whose incomes are way below 
the costs to consumers of the protection. 

 

Quite extraordinary that despite more than a decade of work by Forum Secretariat 
(consultants, administrators); a decade of meetings between ministers, trade 
officials, NGOs, and expenditure of millions of dollars of preparatory work 

 

PIC govts. have still not analysed the long-term viability of industries/firms  affected 
by PICTA ; Nor weighed up trade-offs between jobs/incomes/taxes, and loss of 
consumer surplus/consumer choice; Nor prepared for “rules of origin” issues 

 

They totally obstruct any trade that begins under PICTA 

 

What are the lessons for PACER PLUS negotiations? 



Case study 1: Tobacco industries in PICs  

(not currently included in PICTA) but lessons clear 

One company- British American Tobacco (BAT) operating in PNG, Solomon Islands, Fiji 

and Samoa. 

 

Employment significant in PIC formal sector context: PNG:  255; Solomon Is: 161    Samoa: 

46; Fiji factory: 132; Fiji farms: 197 persons (mostly P/T) 

 

BAT operates as virtual monopolies with high tariff protection: hence high salaries and wages 

for staff: all paid for by consumers. 

 

Massive import and excise duty revenues for all governments 

 

But facing world-wide pressure on health grounds   (PIC governments are all signatories to 

WHO conventions) 



Impact of PICTA-induced trade?  Likely PIC govt reactions? 

PNG, Samoa and Solomon Is use imported tobacco and inputs:  none can satisfy 
50% ROO requirement for export under PICTA; 73% of tobacco used by BAT (Fiji) 
domestically grown: only Fiji factory capable of supplying PICTA market under 
ROO (unless others grow own tobacco); The Fiji industry will grow and supply the 
bigger PICTA market. 

 

Fiji exports lead to closure of all other PIC factories, loss of jobs, incomes, taxes 

 

Fiji investment, production, employment increase under PICTA;  fall in other PICs 

 

But no PIC govt. accepts the demise of “their cigarette industry”:  

 

Total opposition to PICTA trade: argument: protection of "local jobs“;  

 

No consideration that PIC cigarette factories not genuine local industries, will  never 
become internationally competitive (as the “infant industry” argument claims) 

 

No appreciation that huge loss of consumer surplus and choice costs country more 
than value of jobs 



What will be the impact of PACER? EPAs?  WTO? 

The economies of scale are clear: in Samoa the cigarette factory was just working 3 days a 
week with extremely small scale machinery- they could still supply the whole markets: 
similarly in Solomons and PNG:  none of them export. 

 

Note the prices and quantities for Samoa supply Samoa, Fiji supplying PICTA and Australia 
supplying PACER. 

 

 
ATC Samoa 

ATC Fiji supplying PICTA market 

ATC Australia supplying  

PACER market 

Ps 

Pp 

Pa 

Qs=.1m Qf= 7m Qa = 15m 



A successful PICTA means a “bigger stumbling block”  in future 

BAT Australia would supply entire PIC market from one of its metropolitan factories; close 

PIC factories:  

 

The loss of jobs and incomes in the PICs where the cigarette industries have expanded will be 

greater than pre-PICTA 

  

PIC govts will earn same (if not greater) revenues (import duties converted to excise duties- 

immune to WTO pressures);  

 

With PICs’ poor record of economic growth/job creation, can PICs afford (socially and 

politically) to throw their redundant workers on dust-heap? 

 

Are PIC govts, companies and employees preparing for the job massacre ahead?  

 

Or will even more powerful lobby groups stop PACER from being implemented? 

 

i.e instead of PICTA being a “building block” will it have become a “stumbling block”? 



And impact of  global free trade in cigarettes? 

Australia may be more efficient than Fiji, but .... 

 

Australia is a high cost producer relative to Indonesia, Brazil and most of all, China 

(from which all the illegal international cigarette contraband trade comes- trying to 

evade the high customs and excise duties) 

 

 

ATC Australia 

ATC Indonesia 

ATC China supplying  

the world 

Pa 

Pi 

Pc 

Qa=15m Qi= 50m Qc = 1500m 



Case study 2: Beer industries: Very similar analysis 

2 large breweries in PNG and Fiji;  2 moderate sized ones (Samoa, Vanuatu and 

Solomon Islands) and 5 micro-breweries (Tonga, Cook Islands and Palau) 

(Malthouse in Fiji closed).  

 

Significant jobs:     Fiji: 150,  Samoa: 120,   Solomon Islands: 99   Tonga : 40      

Vanuatu 35. 

 

All use imported material inputs (except sugar in Fiji and PNG): unclear whether 

ROO can be satisfied by any PIC beer (perhaps Fiji and PNG) 

 

Foster’s International  Controlling interest in Carlton Brewery Fiji Limited 

(CBFL) (hence only part of the profits); controlling interest in Samoa Brewery 

Limited (only part of the profits); also taken over South Pacific Distillery Ltd;  

 

But none of PIC beers significantly exported to other PICs. 

 

High penetration of Australian/NZ beers in all PIC markets except Fiji, PNG, Samoa 

and Vanuatu 



Impact of PICTA on PIC beer production and trade? 

If Fiji/PNG beers can satisfy ROO; medium and micro-breweries in other PICs out 
of production; loss of jobs/incomes 

 

There could be elimination of Australian and NZ beers from some PICTA markets  
(except where import duties already low) 

 

But what will Fosters do?  : unlikely to push PIC beers throughout PICs because it 
only gets part of the profit from Fosters in Fiji and Vailima in Samoa whereas it gets 
all the profits and probably more per litre (given economies of scale) than from PIC 
beer. Fiji and Samoan beers not even mentioned on Fosters website. 

 

But if given enough tax incentives may produce Fosters/VB brands in PIC factories 
under license;  extract bulk of profits as license fees 

 

Expand output and employment in select PICs to satisfy the larger PIC market 

 

Fiji will probably export to other PICs, while other PIC factories will close down. 

 

Exactly the same as with the cigarette factories. 



But what would be the impact of PACER? 

Will Fosters/CUB continue with local brands? Doubtful: Fosters is hugely 
successful international brand; US$5 billion in annual sales (ga 40% last five years)  

 

Lots of countries where Fosters bought local breweries and closed them down: Fiji 
beers relatively unimportant for their global operations. 

 

It would almost certainly close all the PIC factories 

 

There will be even larger loss of employment in the PICs and liquidation of 
investment. 

 

Will PIC governments allow these closures or will they provide large subsidies and 
protection- at even greater taxpayers’ expense, compared to the pre-PICTA 
situation. 

 

i.e. will PICTA, rather than using PICTA as a “stepping stone” to global economic 
integration,  have created an even bigger “stumbling block” which will be 
economically, politically and socially even more difficult to deal with? 

 



So what should PICs be doing in terms of regional integration? 

There are many trade negotiations going on apart from PICTA, MSG etc. 

 

EPAs with EU 

 

PACER Plus/ Pacific Plans/ Unskilled labour/guest worker schemes/ integration 
with our neighbours Australia and NZ in rugby,  Emigration of our people. 

 

Plus possibly new relationships developing with China, India etc 

 

Given that what I have talked about are the inevitable consequences of the 
phenomenon “economies of scale in production” 

 

What should PICs be doing? 

 

They should clearly be weighing up the costs and benefits of global economic 
integration for the nation as a whole 

 

And single-mindedly pursue the correct path: 

 

....  lots and lots of issues to be covered in EC306 and EC304. 


